Motivated by the question of which sign patterns allow a diagonalizable matrix, we relate a number of properties to that of requiring repeated eigenvalues. These are then used to make several observations about sign patterns that allow diagonalizability.
INTRODUCTION
By a sign-pattern matrix we mean an n-by-n array B = (bjj) each of whose entries bjj is an element of the set { + , -, 0). The sign-pattern class Q(B) associated with B consists of those n-by-n real matrices A = (aij) such *The work of this author was supported in part by National Science Foundation grant DMS-9109130.
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that aij is positive (respectively, negative, zero) if and only if bjj is + (respectively, -, 0). Given a property P that a real matrix may enjoy, we say that the sign-pattern matrix B requires P if A E Q(B) implies that property I' holds for A. Similarly, B aZZows P if there is a matrix in Q< B) for which P holds (i.e., B does not require not P).
The motivating issue for this note is the understanding of sign-pattern matrices B that allow the property of diagonalizability (by similarity). We do not give here a complete description of such sign patterns; however, it is clear that a sign-pattern matrix B allows diagonalizability if it does not require repeated eigenvalues.
[We say that a sign pattern matrix B requires k repeated eigenvalues if every A E Q(B) has an eigenvalue of algebraic multiplicity at least k, and k is a minimum with respect to this requirement. Note that there is no predisposition in this definition as to the constancy of such an eigenvalue over A's in Q(B).] Most of our observations in the next section are centered around properties related to repeated eigenvalues. In the final section we use our basic observations and some examples to discuss the issue of allowing diagonalizability and the broader problem of understanding possible Jordan forms in a sign-pattern class.
With an n-by-n sign pattern or conventional matrix we associate a composite cycle of length k is a set of simple cycles whose total length is k and whose index sets are mutually disjoint. We may also refer to the product of (nonzero) entries from the associated matrix corresponding to the edges as a cycle. A matrix or graph is called k-cyclic if every cycle length is a positive integer multiple of k. As a cycle corresponds to a term in the determinant of the principal submatrix associated with the indices/ vertices of the cycle, it is clear that the characteristic polynomial p,(h) of a k-cyclic matrix A is of the form h"q(hk), in which q is a polynomial. A matching of cardinality k in a directed graph is a set of k edges among whose collective initial vertices there are no repetitions and among whose collective terminal vertices there are no repetitions. We call a matching a principal matching if the set of initial vertices is the same as the set of terminal vertices. Of course, a principal matching corresponds exactly to a cycle. Again the notion of a matching or a principal matching may be transferred to matrices in an obvious way. We note that some of the concepts we have mentioned also relate to "term rank' and "systems of distinct representatives," whose definitions may be found in [l] .
In order to simplify some of our statements, we define several quantities associated with a sign-pattern matrix B. We denote the minimum rank quantities, but first we need an important lemma.
LEMMA. If B is an n-by-n sign pattern matrix, then (i) z(B) = n -c(B), and (ii) there is a matrix A E Q(B) with c(B) distinct nonzero eigenvalues
Proof.
We first demonstrate (ii), so that to demonstrate (i) we need only
show that z(B) z n -c(B). t times each of the kth roots of f 1 is an eigenva ue of E; the sign f r' coincides with the product of the signs associated with the entries of B in the tth cycle. Thus E has c(B) distinct nonzero eigenvalues. Now, let A E Q(B) be a sufficiently small perturbation of E so that assertion (ii) holds.
Consider a cycle in
For assertion (i), recall that the coefficient of hflPk in the characteristic polynomial of A E M,, is f the sum of the k-by-k principal minors of A. Note that, for a k-by-k principal minor to be nonzero, it must include a k-cycle, which must be a k-cycle of A. For any n-by-n sign pattern matrix B, there is a permutation matrix P such that PB allows diagonalizability.
Proof.
Choose P so that the row indices of a maximum-cardinality matching are permuted to the set of column indices of the matching, and apply Corollary 1. n EXAMPLE 1. It is worth noting that the corresponding statement for conventional matrices is false. For example, both it is straightforward to see that if B allows diagonalizability, then each of the Bii must allow diagonalizability, i = 1,. . . , k. Unfortunately, the converse is false, and if each Bii allows diagonalizability and C:= 1 z( B,,) > 2, whether B allows diagonalizability depends very much upon the B,,, i <j. In some sense, it is more difficult for B to allow diagonalizability, and it is an interesting question what the exact conditions on the Bij are. It must happen that for some A E Q< B) for which each Aii is diagonalizable, rank A = C:=, rank Aii.
